
Recovering, October 17, 2021, St. Timothy, Burnaby 

Job 38:1-7, 34-41; Psalm 104:1-9, 25, 37b; Mark 10.35-45 

Prayer 

I’m not sure if it was a slow news week, but one story that just kept coming up over and over this week 

was that ninety-year-old William Shatner, the Original Star Trek’s Captain James T. Kirk blasted off from 

earth in a spaceship this week. He had a lot to say upon his return to earth, ten minutes or so later. He 

talked about the fragility of life, about the tiny slice of atmosphere on earth that allows us to survive. He 

talked about how he blasted away from earth toward death, the absence of air. Up there is death, he 

said. Down here is life. And then he said something really profound: “I hope I never recover.” 

Now, unless any of you have been hiding a really great story from me, none of us have ever blasted into 

space (or even close). None of us have been to the edge of the earth’s atmosphere only to come hurtling 

back to the ground. None of us has come to the edge of the life-sustaining part of the planet only to 

return to terra firma, and the safety of the earth. 

But many of us have come face-to-face with life and death. Many of us have had to wrestle with the 

fragility of human life. 

Have we recovered?  

Do we see the world in a different way now, having come so close to life’s end? Having crossed paths 

with death?  

When someone struggles with PTSD (Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder)—and I’m in no way speaking as an 

expert here—they can relive the moments of their life that traumatized them, that gave them those 

powerful moments of fear or elicited a strong emotional/physical/psychological response. When 

someone has been traumatized by war and has PTSD, they can be re-traumatized by loud noises that 

remind them of gunfire or bombs. Fireworks displays can be especially disturbing. When we talk about 

someone recovering from PTSD—they would prefer that those loud noises did not transport them back 

to the battlefield. Someone struggling with PTSD wants to live in this world, comfortably, without the 

fear of a repetition of their experiences from the battleground. If they were to recover, they might be 

able to live like the rest of us, in a world where we feel safe and secure. 

But is that our world? Do we live in a world where everyone should feel safe and secure? Where daily 

threats of violence are unrealistic and overreactions to harmless noises or confrontations? 

Because I don’t think that accurately describes everyone’s experience of this world. And especially not 

the way the world has been over the centuries. 

Now, I need to say that I appreciate the country I live in, the cities I live and work in—so much so that I 

usually take it all for granted. I can’t remember the last time I felt unsafe or worried for my personal 

safety or for the safety of my family (besides the usual kids’ antics with climbing and traffic). And this 

feeling of safety and security I experience is not something that just happened—nor is it something that 

I had anything to do with. Previous generations worked hard for this—they fought and sacrificed and 

toiled so that I might be safe and that my family might feel safe too. As a result, many people (though 

there is still lots of work to be done) who live in this part of the world don’t have to worry about 



adrenaline rushes from terror-inducing experiences or near-death events—certainly not regularly, 

anyway. 

But if I had experienced the uglier side of the world and of humanity—if I had felt viscerally that human 

life is fragile and precious and can be taken away in an instant—is that something I would want to 

recover from?  

To those of you who have experienced that—who have seen through ugliness of humanity or through 

tragedy or some other kind of hardship—did you recover? Did you want to recover? To go back to the 

way things were before? To see the world as you once did, without this newfound realization of just 

how tiny our lives are in the grand scheme of things? 

Our friend Job—I’m not sure that he gets it. I’m not convinced that he is changed as a result of the 

tribulations that he goes through. We heard today when God appeared out of the whirlwind and 

challenged him, asking him where he was when the earth was created or if he saw who was there when 

its foundation was laid. Job learns…humility, perhaps. Briefly. He sees for a moment that his life is 

inconsequential in relation to the rest of creation. That he is not as important as he once thought. But 

then, if we know the story of Job, he recovers. He returns to his life as it once was. He reverts to that 

paradigm that we talked about last week, that simple understanding that good deeds are rewarded in 

this world and that hardships are a punishment for misdeeds. One can imagine that in the years to come 

this whole episode is not the foundational explanation for why Job is as he is, but rather a one-off 

episode not connected to the greater story-arc of Job’s life at all. It’s a standalone.  

But as I have talked about before, Job’s story is not “real”. It didn’t actually happen. It serves as a lesson 

for the rest of us. It is a tale to help us grapple with the problem of pain—to help us make sense of how 

bad things happen to good people and vice versa. That’s what we’re supposed to learn from Job—not 

his recovery and return to the life he knew previously.  

…or maybe that’s not the lesson at all. Maybe the lesson is more about our true character—how our 

true character is revealed, but only in the face of hardship. The man Job was after all this terrible stuff 

happened was more important than the man he was before anything bad had ever happened to him. 

That earlier self hadn’t yet been tested. The Job from the beginning of the story hadn’t experienced that 

edge-of-the-world moment yet. The Job at the end of the story showed what was really behind the 

pious Job we met at the beginning. 

And that testing of mettle is also what Jesus is getting at when he talks with the “sons of thunder”. 

When James and John ask Jesus to sit on his right and left when he comes in his kingdom, they have no 

doubt about their ability to withstand whatever hardships they might face. Jesus promises them that 

they too will face hardships, just like he will. But none of them really know what that experience will do 

to them. They will be tried to the end of their ability to withstand. And what will be left on the other 

side? 

Some of us have known that. Some of us have experienced that. 

And some of us have recovered. Gone back to the way things were. As though nothing life-changing had 

happened at all. (That might be a coping strategy, in part.) 



But some of us have been forever changed. We have not been able to recover. And we’re not even sure 

if recovering is desirable. We yearn to live differently as a result of these experiences. 

But there is also a third group of us who, like James and John, have not yet faced what lies ahead, 

though it is coming for us all. We will all face hardships and struggles, many to the point where we don’t 

know how or if we will prevail. And when it’s all over, what will be left? What will the hardships have 

revealed about us?  

Despite what we hear from the world, and despite our own inclinations, when we really come to that 

point where we are at the end of our ability to withstand, we don’t need to be strong. We don’t need to 

be resilient. We don’t need to get through those hardships and look amazing and feel confident in 

ourselves and feel like we are able to take the seats of power. That our lives are under control, and that 

we’ve got a handle on everything.  

We just need to know where our priorities are. All that extraneous stuff will have been burned away. 

Our pretenses and ambitions and even our sense of propriety. We will be left with what is core. What is 

truly at the centre of our being. And we won’t know what that is before we get to that point.  

But when we do get there, we will find that it is really quite simple: all that we are called to do in this 

Christian walk of ours is to serve others. To be like Jesus that is all we have to do: help others. To put 

others first. After all, “the Son of Man came not to be served but to serve, and to give his life a ransom 

for many.” May that be the first and only step of our recovery. 


